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SURF organization: 1 SURF, 3 roles
Innovation Zones Research

- Build Skills en Capacity
- Strengthen open science
- Handle data responsibly
- Make the most of infrastructures
STRENGTHEN OPEN SCIENCE

Look at the whole life cycle of research

"Record of versions"

"Research impact evaluation"

"Open data"

"Open the process from the start"

"adoption is the key"

"Collect open metadata of the whole research process"

"Starting earlier in the process"

"Information about the research"
Strengthening Open Science

- Zone lead: John Doove

- Ecosystem
  - Members (specifically includes libraries)
  - NWO(/SIA), UNL, VH, NPOS, DANS-KNAW

- 3 Roadmaps defined
  - Open Research information (Gül Akcaova)
  - Innovation in Scholarly Communication (Karin van Grieken)
  - Innovation in Content Procurement / Services (Inez Westermann)
Open Research Information

- Information is necessary for different purposes:
  - Findability
  - Reporting
  - Evaluation
  - Analysis
- Open for access and reusability
- Challenges:
  - Quality
  - Completeness
  - Not accessible (open)
National PID roadmap

- National PID roadmap
  - Current situation – desired situation (vision) – actions (strategy)
  - Use cases and recommendations
    - Reporting research output
    - Reusability & Reproducibility research output
  - Next steps: define actions (project)
    - Grant ID
    - Organization ID
    - Alignment with RDA WG, KE T&F Risk and trust PIDs
- National PID Advisory board
  - UKB, NWO, CWTS, SURF and DANS
National Service

- FAIRCORE4EOSC
  - RAiD demo (WP4)
  - OKB business case (national service / WP7)
- Open Knowledge Base
  - UNL/SURF
  - Development business case Jan – Nov
  - Stakeholders UKB, DANS, NFU, CWTS, SURF CSC, & more
  - European developments (Denmark, Finland e.g.)
- PID Graph
  - Pilot in 2023
  - CRIS as source (TU Delft, EUR, VUA, RUG)
Not only (research) universities

- Research information in hbo (applied sciences)
  - Growing need for information and guidance
  - Release of Publinova
  - Alignment of roadmap of services
Alignments

- National
  - ORCID-NL consortium
  - RINN (Research Intelligence Network Netherlands)
  - UKB CRI (co-ordination point research impact)
  - WG Data & indicators (Rathenau, OCW, NWO, CBS, ...)
  - Publinova
  - Community Open Research Information (communities.surf.nl/)
  - ! Researchers

- International
  - Knowledge Exchange
  - Research Data Alliance
  - euroCRIS
  - EOSC
Team

- John Doove
- Clifford Tatum
- Vacancy project lead
- Vacancy community manager
- Vacancy (solution) architect
- Vacancy (domain) architect

- Mark vd Sanden
- Sara Ramezani
- Kyle Snyder
- Jorik van Kemenade
- Robert Verkerk
- Pim Slot
- Daphne Wijngaarden
- Monique Boer
- Samantha van den Hoek
IDEAS?

Gül Akcaova
Gul.akcaova@surf.nl

Driving innovation together